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ONE SEE

By JIM GELLATLY

FATHER SCULPTOR

BO BRUCE is so close to charttopping rockers Snow Patrol
she calls them her family.

The singer — who shot to fame
as runner-up last year on the
first series of BBC show The
Voice — had punters and industry
experts sneering that she was all
hype and a TV reality star.

But Snow Patrol gave her the confidence to ram that criticism back
drown their throats.
Now Bo is having the last laugh as
her debut album Before I Sleep heads
for a top ten spot this weekend.
She said: “I’ve had a career in
music — not a very successful one,
but one I was trying to make work
long before The Voice.
“People are dismissive. I was a bit
like that myself before I did the
show.
“I definitely felt I had a lot to
prove. It’s why I have such huge
respect for the Snow Patrol boys —
they are proper enormous artists
and they were willing to say, ‘We
see beyond that, we see you as the
real deal’.
“It’s tough as people are judgmental about these shows, but this has
been my chance.
“I did do that but I’ve been
doing this for a long time.
“I’m very grateful that I’ve got
Snow Patrol to show everyone
else, f*** that show, it’s about the
artist within.”
It was Coldplay’s agent who
introduced Bo to Snow Patrol.
Now they have signed her to
their Polar Patrol publishing company — and they did some production work on her album.
Bo also linked up with frontman Gary Lightbody for the oneoff single The Rage That’s In Us
All — which is part of upcoming
Hollywood blockbuster Star
Trek: Into Darkness.

Terrified

The 28-year-old said: “I’ve
been on the email to Gary this
week asking him to hold on to
me down the red carpet for the
movie premiere, as I’m terrified I’m
going to fall on my face.
“But he’s now writing the new Snow
Patrol record in LA.
“He did the song with the director
JJ Abrams, then they asked me to sing
it so I did this over-the-ocean collaboration with them in the middle of the
night a few weeks ago.
“It was incredibly surreal, but it was
a huge honour.”
Bo also revealed she’s no pushover.
Some record label suits tried to get
her to rush out the album — but she
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stonewalled them. She said: “It was
really important to step out of the
limelight and get my head around this.
“I wanted to pay attention to what I
was putting out there. So it was a
risk. I could’ve done something really
poppy and sparking. But I didn’t.
“There was an idea at the beginning
that I should not take so long — they
put forward some dates to deliver it.
“I told them that wasn’t going to
happen, I would do it in my time.
“So there was a little bit of a fight
then. After that, it was all good.
“But there was a moment they
wanted me to get it out soon as we
could, but I was like ‘nah, mate’.”
One thing Bo is relaxed about is her
public profile. She was splashed all
over gossip magazines during The
Voice with rumours flying about that
she was dating her mentor and The
Script singer Danny O’Donoghue.

Strong

Bo — who was born into nobility as
Lady Catherine Anna Brudenell-Bruce
— admitted: “I was thrust into the limelight pretty quick and it wasn’t necessarily attention to do with anything
that was legit to me. It wasn’t about
my music, it was gossip mag stuff.
“I had to learn very, very quickly to
not let these things distract me or put
me off going ahead in the industry.
“I learnt these are the places you go,
these are the places you don’t go —
how to stay out of the limelight and
who to hang out with.
“I’m not an advocate of those shows
unless you have a strong head on your
shoulders about who you are — and
have a real understanding about what
you want to do.
“I’ve seen people go on there and
lose themselves.
“It’s not like an easy route in, it
gives you a stepping stone but then
you’ve really got to work — and if you
have that exposure and you’re not
actually a true artist or musician, it
will be discovered very quickly.”
Putting her money where her mouth
is, Bo has done her own thing with
her first tour. She’s only booked small
gigs on purpose — the only Scots show
is at Glasgow’s King Tut’s on June 18.
Bo said: “The record itself has an
emotional feel. So the shows won’t be
all about massive production and
sparking lights.
“It’s about me getting real with people who’ve paid money to come and
listen to the record.
“They are intimate shows for this
first tour and that’s important to me.
“I’m looking forward to looking into
the eyes of the people who’ve chosen
to come and listen.”
Q Get Bo’s album and tour tickets now at
bo-bruce.com

WHO: Thomas David
(vocals), Joseph Bucklow
(guitar), Philip Hunter
(bass), Matthew Mellor
(keys/vocals), Felix Bucklow (drums)
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: The Blue
Nile, The Cure, Associates
JIM SAYS: Glasgow has
always been a fertile
breeding ground for
music. Take Franz Ferdinand and Snow Patrol —
both very much Scottish
bands despite personnel
from outwith our borders.
Father Sculptor are the
latest band to benefit
from the Glasgow effect
and are one of the UK’s
hottest emerging acts.
Only singer Thomas
David, from Dunblane in
Perthshire, is Scottish.
The others hail from
Manchester, Chester and
York. Drummer Felix
said: “We’re careful to
make a distinction
between being Scottish
and being a Scottish
band. Father Sculptor
was formed and raised in
Glasgow. But only Thomas is from Scotland.”
After a spell away the
band have now returned
to Glasgow.
Joseph said: “Glasgow
and its music past and
present has bled into our
minds, souls and creative
process. We believe the
songs we write certainly
have a strong Glaswegian hue to them. Written
elsewhere, they’d be lack-

ing crucial ingredients
and it would be a different Father Sculptor.”
Though they seem to
have sprung up from
nowhere, Father Sculptor
do have roots in another
Glasgow band that have
also been regularly compared to The Smiths —
Johnny Reb.
The new EP Faith And
Violence confirms Father
Sculptor as one of the
most exciting things
around. They continue to
develop their own sound,
but it’s a healthy dose of
influences that make
them what they are.
Tracks like Lowlands and
Sault ooze class.
Joseph said: “Every single band owes something to someone. If people wish to spend their
days musing over musical anthropology then
that’s fine. Personally, I’m
quite happy avoiding it.
“We have a big thick
line going back to The
Smiths. We also have a
dozen other lines going
to a handful of 80s bands
and some more recent
artists too.”
Father Sculptor may be
one of Scotland’s bestkept secrets, but with the
likes of Radio 1 and NME
as early supporters, it
won’t be long until they’re
a name on everybody’s
lips. They play Stereo in
Glasgow on June 14.
MORE: fathersculptor.
com

Q Jim will be playing Father
Sculptor on In:Demand Uncut
this Sunday from 7pm on Clyde
1, Forth One, Northsound 1,
Radio Borders, Tay FM, West
FM & West Sound FM. indemandscotland.co.uk
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FRESH-FACED
rockers
Young Kato are gearing up
for a big summer.
The Cheltenham band —
who have an average age of 18
— are cranking up the awareness of their debut album.
As part of their busy schedule, they’re at The Lemon Tree
in Aberdeen on June 3 and
then they will be appearing at
Edinburgh’s Sneaky Pete’s
on June 8.
Get all the tour info at
facebook.com/weareyoungkato
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ONE HEAR
INDIE folk rockers Lord
Huron throw everything AND
the kitchen sink into their
music.
The LA-based band admit they
use random influences including
Bollywood and cowboy books.
The bizarre mix is the brainchild of band leader Ben Schneider. He said: “We like all kinds of
things and that influences our
style. We’re all inclusive and don’t

LAST year, Dragon’s Dogma was
overlooked somewhat.
That was a shame, because it
offered something a little bit different
by marrying Eastern and Western
gameplay. But it probably explains
Dark Arisen — which isn’t a new
game, rather the full one that came
out last year with up to 15 hours of
additional content.
It’s not the easiest game to play.
For newcomers, you will be dropped
into the world after an attack on your

ignore anything we’re intrigued by.
Some times it can be really subtle,
like it could be a single instrument or rhythm I’ve picked up
from Bollywood or Indonesian
music — or something I’ve read in
a Western novel.”

Breakthrough

After chasing things for a long
time, this has been the band’s big
breakthrough year.
Their debut full-length album

DRAGON’S DOGMA:
DARK ARISEN PS3/Xbox, £19.99

3.5

village by a dragon and then you
pretty much have to work out what to
do next. You’re taught how to control
your character but it’s up to you to
push the story on.
For anyone considering their first
steps into the world of Dragon’s
Dogma, this is a good game with
plenty to explore. But for adventurers
coming in from last year’s release, it
is a harder sell.
JN
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ME BOOKS

IRON MAN 3

THE big 100million downloads hit of last summer is
back with more drawing
tools, more interaction to
see what your mates and
celebs are scribbling. Plus
makers Zynga promise
there are 5,000 new words
to play with.

AWARD-WINNING interactive kids’ books – many
voiced by celebs – which
allow little ’uns to tap on
characters to hear them
speak. It also lets you
record your own voices,
start and stop stories and
explore for fun. Clever stuff.

IN this endless flyer to
tie-in with the big Hollywood release, you play
Tony Stark’s alter ego,
zooming around the US
battling baddies. In-app
buys are an option to
beef up your suit, but for
a freebie it’s brilliant.

Free or £1.99 for iOS

Free. Books from 69p each

Free for all

Lonesome Dreams struck a chord
and got them an invite on the big
US talk shows.
Now they’re turning their attention to the UK. They make their
Scottish debut at Glasgow’s King
Tut’s on May 22.
Ben said: “We’re ready for an
adventure. We’ve all been doing
music a long time and this is the
most success by far we’ve had —
and it feels really good.”
Get the album and gig tickets at
lordhuron.com

ELECTRO duo Thumpers
are on the bubble.
The London lads — childhood friends Marcus Pepperell
and John Hamson Jr — use
their shared memories to
provide the inspiration for their
alt-pop efforts and they are
attracting attention for their
simple pop songs. But their
understated style speaks volumes. That’s shown on new
single Unkinder — which is
out on June 3.
Watch the video now
at thumpers.co.uk

LA Conﬁdential

THE ultimate ﬁlm noir, LA
Conﬁdential is as close to the
perfect ﬁlm as you could possibly
get. This demands your attention
from the second it begins thanks
to the intelligent script by Brian
Helgeland and Curtis Hanson
which retains the intricate and
complex plot of James Ellroy’s
novel. But it wouldn’t be half
the movie it is were it not for
the stunning cast. Not only
does Kevin Spacey deliver
one of his ﬁnest performances

but this also announced the arrival
of Russell Crowe as a major star.
Beautifully shot, violent, dark and
utterly compelling, this is cinema of
the highest order.

